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Abstract 
We derive some necessary and sufficient conditions for mixing of non-Gaussian stationary 
symmetric stable processes in terms of the spectral representation, and derive additional 
conditions for the special case where the spectral representation itself is stationary. We also 
define equivalence relations on symmetric stable processes, and then show that the mixing 
property respects the equivalence relations. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper investigates the relationship between mixing of stationary symmetric 
stable processes and the spectral representation of these processes. The results were 
initially motivated by the question of how “typical” the Gaussian processes are in the 
class of symmetric stable processes with respect to mixing properties. This led us to 
characterizations of mixing for non-Gaussian symmetric stable processes (addressed 
in Sections 2 and 4), and these results led to the question of which “parts” of the 
spectral representation affect the mixing behavior (this question is addressed in 
Section 3). 
The investigation of mixing properties of stable and, more generally, infinitely 
divisible processes dates back to papers by Maruyama (1970) and Cambanis et al. 
(1987). Maruyama gave a spectral representation for infinitely divisible processes, and 
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then characterized mixing in terms of the spectral representation. Cambanis et al. 
derived characterizations of ergodic properties of symmetric stable processes in terms 
of their spectral representations. Our paper can therefore be considered as a continua- 
tion of the work begun by Cambanis et al. 
Section 2 of this paper is concerned with necessary and sufficient conditions for 
mixing. The main results are Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, which improve upon the necessary 
and sufficient conditions derived by Cambanis et al. (1987). In Section 3, we define 
equivalence classes on collections of spectral representations of SC& processes, and on 
the SaS processes themselves. The equivalence relations are based on the representa- 
tion of Lp isometries in terms of set transformations (Lamperti, 1958); the results in 
this section also rely upon the results of Hardin (1981, 1982). Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.3 show that the mixing property respects the equivalence classes defined 
here. As the equivalence relation on spectral representations is quite “coarse”, the 
results of this section assert that only a small amount of the “information” in a spectral 
representation is relevant to mixing. Finally, in Section 4, we examine “doubly 
stationary” SclS processes. (“Double stationarity” is defined later in this section.) In 
Theorem 4.1 we prove the converse of Theorem 7, of Cambanis et al. (1987), and in 
Corollary 4.2 we show that an ergodic SC& process cannot have a stationary repres- 
entation on a space of finite measure. 
We conclude this introduction with some definitions and notation; additional 
definitions and notation will be introduced throughout the paper as needed. A ran- 
dom variable X is symmetric a-stable (SC&) if it has characteristic function 
Eexp(itX) = exp[ - c(tl’] 
for some c 2 0; it is well-known that CI can only take values in (0, 21. A stochastic 
process (X,) is SaS if every finite linear combination of the X,‘s is a SC& random 
variable. This paper is concerned with non-Gaussian ScrS processes, i.e., SC& processes 
where CI E (0,2). A random vector X is said to be infinitely diuisible if for every positive 
integer n, X has the same distribution as the sum of n independent and identically 
distributed random vectors. A stochastic process is said to be infinitely divisible if all 
its finite-dimensional marginal distributions are infinitely divisible. 
For sake of simplicity, we will only consider stationary processes indexed by the 
real numbers or the integers. The definition of “mixing” below can be extended 
trivially to processes indexed by arbitrary topological groups, and the results in this 
paper can also be generalized to such groups in a straightforward way. If (X,)te~ is 
a stationary process defined on the canonical coordinate space (RR, 9, P), then 
(XJ,, R is said to be mixing if 
PC‘41 n T’A2) -+ W,vv*) (1) 
as t + + co for every A,,A, E 9, where (TJ)IE~ is the group of shift transformations 
on R”. As (X,),, R is assumed to be stationary, we could equivalently take convergence 
as t+cx or t--t-co. 
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The density of a subset S of the positive reals is lim,, ,JS n [IO, C] I/C if the limit 
exists, where 1.1 denotes Lebesgue measure. If for every A 1 and A2 in 9 there is a set of 
density one such that 
P(Ar n T’AJ -, P(A#YA,) 
as t goes to infinity on the set of density one, then the process (X,) is said to be weakly 
mixing. This is one of many equivalent definitions. All of the mixing theorems in this 
paper have weak mixing analogues, where “convergence” is replaced by “convergence 
on a set of density one”. The concept of weak mixing can also be defined for groups 
more general than R and Z. 
The symbol $3~ will denote the Bore1 a-field on 5% For any collection g of sets in 
a measure space, %?,r, will denote the sets in %? which have finite measure. For 
p E (0, co ) and a measure space (E, 6, p), we will write 
II f II’ = 
s 
Ifl”d~, 
and let LP(E, 6, p) (or an abbreviation thereof) denote the class of all real-valued 
functionsfsuch that [/ f I( p is finite. It is well-known that Lp is a complete metric space 
with respect to the metric 
(see, for instance, Cambanis et al. 1987). 
It is also well-known (e.g. Hardin, 1982) that for every stationary SC& process 
(X,),, n there is a linear subspace L of some L”(E, 8, p), a functionfin L, and a group 
of isometries U = (Uf),eR defined on L such that for any finite linear combination 
Ca,X, (where the a,‘s are real numbers), 
Eexp(ixa,XJ = exp( - II CaJJ’f II”). 
We say that (U,f) is a spectral representation for the SaS process. Sometimes, to 
emphasize the index of stability c(, we will write (U,A a). A process (X,) is said to satisfy 
Condition S (see Hardin, 1982) if the linear space generated by the Xr)s is separable in 
probability. Hardin (1982) proved that for such processes, p can be taken to be finite in 
the spectral representation. In our paper, we will not assume Condition S or any other 
separability, continuity or measurability property except where it is explicitly men- 
tioned. In particular, all of the results in Section 2 refer to arbitrary stationary SC& 
processes. 
Cambanis et al. (1987) called a SC& process doubly stationary if it has a spectral 
representation (U,f) where the process (Uff)rE~ is also stationary. 
We introduce two functions which will be used throughout the paper. For fixed N, 
define 
F(x, Y) = Ix + yl” - IXV - IYI” 
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and 
W, Y) = F(x, Y) + F(x, - Y) 
= Ix + y(” + Ix - yin - 21x1” - 2(y(“. 
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for mixing 
All infinitely divisible processes share with the Gaussians the property that pairwise 
independence implies mutual independence (Maruyama, 1970); this follows from the 
fact that integrals of deterministic functions with respect to a Poisson measure are 
independent if and only if the functions have disjoint supports. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to guess that mixing (asymptotic independence) would be equivalent to 
asymptotic pairwise independence of random variables in an infinitely divisible 
process. 
While Maruyama did not state the following result explicitly, it is contained in the 
proof of his theorem characterizing mixing of infinitely divisible processes. 
Theorem 2.1 (Maruyama, 1970). A stationary infinitely divisible process (XJrs~ is 
mixing zf and only iffor all 81, d2 E R, 
Eexp(iO,XO + if12XI) + Eexp(ie,X,) E exp(ie2X0). (2) 
The following characterization of mixing was proven by Cambanis et al. (1987, 
Theorem 2). Although their paper considered only measurable processes, measurabil- 
ity was not needed for the proof of this theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 (Cambanis et al. 1987). A stationary SC& process with CI E (0,2] and 
spectral representation ((U,),, af) is mixing if and only iffor every g in the closed linear 
span of { U’f: t I 0) and every h in the closed linear span of { Vf: t 2 0}, 
II g + Ufh IHa + II g lIa + II h [lb. (3) 
Our first step towards proving Theorem 2.7 is the following calculus exercise. 
Lemma 2.3 If CL E (0,2), then for every compact K c R, 
,$ G(x, Y) = - 2(x)*: 
uniformly for x E K. 
If a E (0, l), then for every compact K c R, 
lim F(x,y) = - Jxl’, 
y+ fm 
untformly for x E K. 
If o1 = 1, then for every compact K c R and for every x E K and 1 y J sufficiently large, 
F(x, y) is identically 0 or - 2)x) according as xy is positive or not. 
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Proof. Assume r E (0, 2). First, we claim that 
lim Jy + xl” + ly - ~1’ - 21yl” = 0 (4) 
Y-X 
uniformly for x E K. For y large, we can ignore the absolute value signs. Writing 
k(y) = y”, approximate k(x + y) - k(y) by xk’(y) and approximate k(y - x) - k(y) by 
- xK(y). Let r be such that K u - K c [ - r, r]. Then by the remainder formula for 
the Taylor expansion, the errors in the above approximation are given by $x’k”(<) and 
j( - x)2k”(yl) for some < and q in [y - Y, y + r]. However, c( < 2 implies that k”(y) goes 
to zero, so the approximation errors go to zero uniformly. This establishes Eq. (4) and 
the similar statement holds as y + - co. The statement of the lemma follows. 
For the case CY E (0, l), repeat the above argument with the following modification: 
using the Taylor approximation again, k(y + x) - k(y) goes to zero uniformly since k’ 
goes to zero; hence, F(x, y) converges to - 1x1’. 
The statement for CI = 1 can be verified directly. 0 
Lemma 2.4. If CI E (0,2) then for all E > 0 and compact K c R\(O), there exists ,8 < 0 
suck that 
G(x, y) I /i Vx E K, lyl 2 E. 
The similar statement ,.lolds if a E (0, 1) and “G” is replaced by “F”. 
Proof. Assume M E (0,2). By Lemma 2.3, G(x, y) converges to - 21x1” uniformly for 
x E K. Take 
Bl = 3 zf: ( - 21x1”). 
Then there is a C > 0 such that G(x, y) I pi for x E K, (yl > C. 
It is well known that G(x,y) is strictly negative unless x or y is zero (see, for instance, 
Lamperti, 1958). Therefore, there exists a fiZ such that G(x, y) I f12 on the compact set 
((x,~)E~~:xEK,EI~~]IC}. 
Take fl= max{pl, al) to complete the proof. 
The proof for F and x E (0, 1) is similar. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let f be n jimction in some L”(E, 6, ,a), and let (U’) be a group of 
isometries on u subspace of’ L” which contains,f: !f 
(i) c( E (0, 2) and jG(f; U*_f)dp --f 0; or 
(ii) CI E (0, 1) and either fF(f; U’,f) dp + 0 OY lF(f, - U’f) dp + 0; or 
(iii) c( = 1 and jF(f, - U’,f)dp -+ 0; 
tkenfor all E > 0 and compact K c R\{O}, 
p{.fE K,IU’fl 2 E} + 0. 
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Proof. Write 
For Condition (i): By Lemma 2.4, G(f, Urf) is bounded away from zero on A,, 
uniformly in t. The function G is nonpositive everywhere, so convergence of the 
integral of G(A U’f) to zero forces convergence ofp(A,) to zero. Note that we did not 
use the fact that the U’s are isometries or that f is in L" in this part of the proof. 
For Condition (ii) with c1 E (0,l) and jF(JI U’f)dp --f 0, the proof is the same as 
above, substituting “F” for “G”. For JF(f, - Utf)dp + 0, clearly if F(f, U'f) is 
bounded away from zero on A,, then so is F(f, - Utf). 
For Condition (iii), we first write 
K, = K n(0, a), K_ =Kn(- co,O). 
Now F is nonpositive everywhere and F(J - Utf) is bounded away from zero 
uniformly in t on the set {fe K + , U'f > E] (this follows directly from the definitions), 
so by the same argument as in Part (i), the measure of this set converges to zero. 
We claim that the measure of the set {fe K ~, Utf > E} also converges to zero. If it 
did not converge to zero, then there would be a c > 0 and a subsequence tj -+ GO with 
/~{fe Km, UtJf > E} 2 c, je N 
Write A = { f~ K -1, Bj = { U'jf > E}. The set A has finite measure, so we can 
approximate the set A n (Uj,~ Bj) arbitrarily closely by a set A n (Uj,,Bj) where the 
index set J is finite. Hence, there is 
p(CA n Uj'sJBj'I n Bj)2 C/T 
and hence 
p(Uj'rsJBJ' n Bj)2 C/2, jE N 
such a J such that 
je N, 
This says that for some j” E J and infinitely many j E N, 
C 
p(Bf, n Bj)221JI. 
Now F(U’J”A - U’J~) is nonpositive everywhere and bounded away from zero, 
uniformly in j, on the sets BY, n Bj. This follows immediately from the definition of 
F for c( = 1. Therefore, 
f 
F(U'l"f, - U’f)d,u j+O. (5) 
However, the U’s are isometries, so applying U’J” to both arguments of F in Eq. (5), 
we obtain a contradiction of the hypothesis. Therefore, we conclude that 
~{~EK-,U'~>E} + 0. 
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A similar argument shows that 
(fEK,, i Ulf>E} -+ 0 
for all other combinations of + It follows that 
/Life K, IU’fl > El + 0. 0 
Theorem 2.1 suggests that the function @: L”(E, 6, p) x L”(E, 6, p) + R defined by 
@(g, h) k cov(eiJgdM, ei]hdM) = e-lls-hll” _ e-llsll”-llhll”, 
where A4 is a S&3 random measure on (E, F, p), will be useful in our results concerning 
mixing. Before moving on to our mixing results, we will state some facts about this 
function. 
Lemma 2.6. For any L” functions gt, g;, h,, hi, 
(i) there is a bound on the difference between @(St, h,) and @(gi, hi) which converges 
to zero as /) gt - g; 1)’ and 1) it, - hi Jla converge to zero; 
(ii) if 11 gt jJa and )I h, I/’ are bounded uniformly in t, thenfor any E > 0 there is a S > 0 
such that for all t, 
I@& h,)l < 6 * Ijka>hJdlij<e: (6) 
(iii) and conversely, if 11 gr 11’ and I( h, I/’ are bounded uniformly in t, for any E > 0 there 
is a 6 > 0 such that for all t, 
ijkg~>h,)+~ * I@(g,>h,)l<E. (7) 
Proof. Assertions (ii) and (iii) follow easily from the definitions. 
To prove (i), observe that for any L” functions g, g;, h,, hi, 
,Cov(eij,,dM,eilh,dM) _ cov(eiSe;d~,eilh~d~), 
5 {var(e 
iJg,dM _ eiSg;d~~var(eil~~d~~))lir 
+ {var(e 
iJh,dM 
-e ilh;d~),,r(,iSyld?)~~,2. 
The assertion of(i) now follows from the continuity of the stochastic integral. 0 
Theorem 2.7. Assume that cx E (0,2) und X is a SaS stationary process with spectral 
representation ((U’)t,R,f) on L”(E, &, ,u). 
The process X is mixing ifand only iffor every compact K c R\(O) and every E > 0, 
P{f E KlU’fl > 8) + 0. (8) 
Proof. If the process is mixing, then by Theorem 2.8 below, Conditions (I) and (II) 
hold (these conditions are also defined below). Adding the left-hand sides of (I) and 
(II), we see that {G(1; U’f)dp converges to zero, so by Proposition 2.5, Eq. (8) holds. 
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Conversely, assume that Eq. (8) holds. By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that 
W,J; &(Uff )) --t 0 W, 0, E R 
Fix 8,,Q2 E R. By the uniform continuity of @ established in Lemma 2.6(i) and 
a standard approximation argument, it suffices to show that for every compact set 
K = R\(O), 
@(WI,,,,,> &(U’f)) -+ 0. (9) 
First, we note that one can choose an t‘ > 0 such that 
is arbitrarily close to zero, uniformly in t. (The function F vanishes whenever either of 
its arguments vanishes, and here the first argument of F is zero everywhere that the 
second argument is not small). Hence, by Eq. (7), we can choose E > 0 such that 
is also arbitrarily close to zero, uniformly in t. 
However, by hypothesis, 
P{fE K,I UYl 2 s} -+ 0, 
so as t goes to infinity,Jl~feK,l[l’flCEI converges in L” tofltfeKj. Hence, by the uniform 
continuity of @ shown in Lemma 2.6(i), the difference between expression (10) and the 
left-hand side of expression (9) goes to zero, but expression (10) was chosen to be 
arbitrarily close to zero uniformly in t. We conclude that Eq. (9) holds. 0 
We now use Theorem 2.7 to establish an alternative characterization of mixing for 
stationary SxS processes. 
For a stationary ScrS process X with spectral representation ((U,),,n,f), define 
Conditions (I) and (II) as follows: 
(I) llf- UYll” - llfll” - II U’fll” + 0. 
(11) IIf+ urfll” - IISII” - II utfll” + 0. 
Remark. Conditions (I) and (II) do not depend on the particular spectral representa- 
tion of X. In fact, they are equivalent to Eq. (2) with (Q,, 0,) = (1, - 1) and (I, l), 
respectively. Hence, Theorem 2.8, unlike Theorem 2.7, could easily be stated in terms 
of the SC& process itself without reference to any spectral representation. 
Theorem 2.8. Assume a E (0, 2) and X is a stationary SC& process with spectral repres- 
entation ((U’),,,,f). 
Conditions (I) and (II) above are necessary for X to be mixing. Furthermore, 
(i) Zf SI E (0,2) and Conditions (I) and (II) are both satisfied, then X is mixing. 
(ii) Zfa E (0, 1) and either Condition (I) or Condition (II) is satisjed, then X is mixing. 
(iii) Zf cc = 1 and Condition (I) is satisfied, then X is mixing. 
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Proof. Necessity follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. 
If u E (0,2) and Conditions (I) and (II) are satisfied, then add the left-hand sides of 
Conditions (I) and (II) to see that JG(f; U*f)dp converges to zero. Then by Proposi- 
tion 2.5 and Theorem 2.7, X is mixing. A similar argument using Proposition 2.5 and 
Theorem 2.7 establishes statements (ii) and (iii). 0 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2.8, only the convergence of lG(f, U’f) dp to zero is 
used, rather than Conditions (I) and (II) together. Therefore, the convergence of 
jG(f, U’f)dp to zero is equivalent to Conditions (I) and (II) together, although the 
former may appear to be weaker. 
The following example shows that Condition (II) alone is not sufficient for mixing if 
u E [I, 2). We have been unable to determine whether Condition (I) alone is sufficient. 
Example 1. For any M E [l, 2), there is a stationary SC& process which satisfies 
Condition (II), but which is not mixing. 
Let (E, b, cl) be any nonatomic probability space, let (4’) be any measurable, mixing 
group of measure-preserving transformations on the space, let A E E be a set whose 
measure will be specified later, and let f = 1, - l,,. 
The left-hand side of Condition (II) is just {F(f, @f)dp. However, 
s F(f, $‘f)dp = (2” - 2)[p(A n @-‘A) + p(A’ n 4-‘A’)] 
- 2[+t A (P_‘A’) + &4’ n $_‘A)] 
+ (2” - 2)CC1(J4)2 + (I - &4)Yl - 4&4)(1 - p(A)). 
It can easily be seen that for any CI E [l, 2), there is a number p(A) between 0 and 1 for 
which the above limit is zero. Choose A to be any set having this measure, and 
Condition (II) is satisfied. However, by Corollary 4.2 below, the SaS process repres- 
ented by ((@)r6n,f) is not even ergodic. 
3. Equivalence relations on SaS processes 
In this section we introduce two equivalence relations - one on a collection of 
representations of SaS processes, and one on the collection of SC& processes themsel- 
ves. We then show that the mixing property is well-defined on the equivalence classes. 
Some of the results in this section are simpler to state and prove when the spectral 
representations are on o-finite measure spaces. Therefore, we will frequently make this 
assumption, and postpone the discussion of the general case to a remark at the end of 
the section. Note that by Hardin (1982), all Condition S SC& processes (and, in 
particular, processes which are separable in probability) have minimal representations 
on o-finite measure spaces; in fact, the measures can be taken to be finite. 
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In this section we rely on an important result from Lamperti (1958) which we will 
state here. Let (Ei, bi, cli), i = 1, 2 be a-finite measure spaces. A set transformation 
4 : bl + tT2 (defined modulo sets of measure zero) is called a regular set isomorphism if 
it preserves set complements and countable disjoint unions and if the measures ~~4 
and p1 have the same sets of measure zero. When we say that $J is invertible, we mean 
that its inverse is also a regular set isomorphism. We will write 
A regular set isomorphism Cp induces a function, which we also call 4, from 
L”(EI, bl, pl) into L”(E2, bZ, p2), characterized by 
We will often use the facts that the function $ is multiplicative, and that 
(4??)_‘B = (K-‘J4. 
Lamperti (1958) showed that if p E (0, co )\2 and U : LP(E, 8, ,u) + LP(E, I, p) is an 
isometry, then the transformation 
A ++ supp(Ul‘4) 
defines a regular set isomorphism C#J on (E, 6, p). Furthermore, U is induced by 4 in 
the sense that 
where JuJp = 4’. Thus, u is nonzero almost everywhere. 
Let (E, 8, p) be a measure space, let p E (0, co ), let (I-J*) be a group of isometries on 
LP(E, 8, p), and let f be an Lp function. We let L, denote the closed linear subspace 
generated by the functions U’f; it will always be clear which isometry is implied by the 
notation “L,“. Given a linear subspace F c Lp, the ratio o-field p(F) is the a-field 
generated by functions of the formf/g, wheref and g are functions in F (see Hardin, 
1982). 
Hardin (1982, Theorem 5.1) showed that every stationary SC& process with a E (0,2) 
has a minimal spectra1 representation (U,f) on some L”(E, 8, p), in the sense that 
p(Lf) = d and there does not exist any set of positive measure on which every U’j 
vanishes. (Hardin actually gave two definitions of “minimal” in his 1982 paper; this is 
the definition on p. 399, which is more natural for our purposes.) One comment 
regarding notation in this section: Instead of writing, for instance, “WV’, = U\ W for 
all t”, we will often simply write “WU1 = U2 W’. Statements of this type are inter- 
preted as holding for each isometry in the group, and similarly for groups of set 
transformations. 
In order to motivate the equivalence relation on spectra1 representations, consider 
the following example. Let (UI,fI, aI) represent a SC(~S process on some L”‘(E, 8, p), 
and assume that the group of isometries U1 are defined on all of La’; such a repres- 
entation always exists (Hardin, 1982, Section 5). We can replacefr by a new function_& 
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with the same support to represent a new stable process. We can also change the 
group of isometries U, to another group Uz with the same induced regular set 
transformations 4i = c$~, and we can even takef, and CJ, to be defined on L”‘(E, I, ,u) 
for some CI~ # a,. It is shown in Theorem 3.2 below that if the process represented by 
(U,,fi, al) is mixing, then so is the process represented by (U,, f2, tlJ. In other words, 
for processes represented by some (U,J M) where the isometries U’ are defined on all of 
L”, the only information relevant to mixing of the process is the support off and the group 
of regular set isomorphisms 4 induced by U. 
Let (U& Cli), i = 1,2 be representations for Sc$ processes with C(i E (0,2), where the 
groups of isometries Ui are defined on all of Lai(Ei, bi, pi) and induce groups of regular 
set isomorphisms 4i as defined above. We will say that (U,, fit ozl) and (Uz,fi, a2) are 
equivalent, and write (U,,fI, CI~) - (Uz,fi, c1J, if there exists an invertible regular set 
isomorphism 11/:&i -+ ~9’~ such that 
suPP(fz) = suPP($fi)? 42 = $41$-l. 
It is straightforward to verify that - is an equivalence relation. 
Before establishing that the mixing property is well-defined on equivalence classes, 
we first prove a proposition similar to Theorem 2.7. The “if’ part of Theorem 2.7 
actually follows from Proposition 3.1 in the special case where the isometries in 
Theorem 2.7 are induced by regular set isomorphisms. 
Proposition 3.1. Assume CI E (0,2) and X is a stationary ScrS process with spectral 
representation ((U’),,,,f) on L”(E, B, p), and that U’ has the form U*f= u, .(@f) as 
described above. 
Supposefis an L’(E, 8, p)function whose support contains the support off: Then X is 
mixing iffor all compact K c R\(O) and all 6 > 0, 
,u(fe K, @j% K,lu,) 2 6} -+ 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that 
@(Q,f; Q,(U’f )) --) 0, vg1,@2 E R 
where @ is defined above. 
For given compact K c R\(O), write A, = {#f~ K} and, for given 6 > 0, 
&a = (1~~ 1 2 6). The support offcontains the support off; so it follows that K can be 
chosen to approximate f arbitrarily closely in L” by flAo. Therefore, by the uniform 
continuity established in Lemma 2.6(i) and the fact that the U’s are isometries, it suffices 
to show that for arbitrary compact sets K c R\(O) and real numbers 0i and d2, 
@@If 1.40, Q~UW.4,)) -+ 0. 
We begin by noting that by choosing 6 > 0 small, we can make 
s W,f 1 Aon ArfTB:,a> &U’(flAo))dP 
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arbitrarily close to zero uniformly in t. To see this, observe that F vanishes wherever 
either of its arguments vanishes, and that the second argument is OZ. @f. lAt. u,, 
. 
which IS small on Bf,,. 
Thus, by Eq. (7), we can choose 6 small so that 
@VW 1Aofl ArMi:,,> e2"'(f1Ao)) (11) 
is arbitrarily close to zero for all t. However, p(& n A, n BJ converges to zero by 
hypothesis, so for t sufficiently large, fl Ao o AC os ;, d can be made arbitrarily close to 
fl AoT) Al in La. Therefore, by the uniform continuity of 0 established in Lemma 2.6(i), 
for t large, 
@@lflAc, fl Arr b Uf(flAo)) (12) 
can be made arbitrarily close to expression (ll), which in turn is close to zero 
uniformly in t if 6 is small. 
Therefore, expression (12) is close to zero for t large, so by Eq. (7), we infer that 6 can 
be chosen small so that fF(&&,o ,&, &u’(flAo))dP is close to zero for large t. 
However, 
s wkf-iA,,n At? e2 u’(fiAo))dP = s F(elflAoy e2 u’(flAo))dP (13) 
(since U’( fl Ao) = +‘f. 1 At . u, and hence the integrands on both sides of Eq. (13) vanish 
outside of A,). 
Now applying Eq. (6) to the right-hand side of Eq. (13), we conclude that 
@(eIfiA09 e&r*(fiAO)) 
can be made arbitrarily close to zero for t large by choosing 6 > 0 small. Thus, 
This concludes the proof. (7 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section: that if one member of an 
equivalence class represents a mixing process, then so do all members of the equiva- 
lence class. We make the assumption that the measures are o-finite, and refer the 
reader to the remark at the end of this section for the general case. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (Ui,A, aJ, i = 1, 2 be representations on L”‘(Ei, tPi, pi) of stationary 
SclS processes Xi, with xi E (0,2) and pi a-jinite. 
If (Ul,fl, CI~) - (U,,fi, Q), then X1 is mixing if and only if X, is mixing. 
Proof. By symmetry of the equivalence relation - on spectral representations, it is 
enough to prove the “if’ direction. 
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Assume X1 is mixing. By definition of - , there is an invertible regular set 
isomorphism $ such that 
suPP(fz) = suPP($fr )9 & = @Pi*-‘> 
where the groups of transformations pi are induced by the isometries as defined 
above. 
Now define an invertible isometry IV: Lal(E1, bi, pi) + La1(E2, g2, pL2) by 
wg = (l&J) (IC/‘p) 
(here we are using a-finiteness to write “$I”), and define 
f= Wf1, U= wu,w-l 
Then (I?,j ai) also represents X1. 
Let u’g = (6’9). z& denote the representation of the isometry U’. Since the process 
Xi represented by (o,f,~~r) is mixing, it follows from Theorem 2.7 that for every 
compact K c R\(O) and E > 0, 
This implies that for all 6 > 0, 
n&E K, ~(f)~KI~,l2 s> -+ 0, 
since for given 6 > 0 one can choose E > 0 such that 
{j% K,lo’fl 2 E) 3 {fe K,$‘~E K, lU,[ 2 a}. 
Now it is easily verified that for any 1, in L”(Er, bi, ,u~), 
suPP(I-%) = suPP(&I‘4)> 
and hence 4 = $J~. Furthermore, writing U;g = (&g). u~,~, we have 
l&la’ = (4:)’ = (zQ1[Q. 
Eq. (14) now implies that for any compact K c R\(O) and 6 > 0, 
/~z{j=~ K&j% K,luz,tl 2 6) + 0. 
Finally, observe that 
supp(f) = supp(($f,) .(itU”‘““) = supp(($f,)) = suPP(fz), 
and apply Proposition 3.1 to Eq. (15) to conclude that X2 is mixing. 0 
(14) 
(15) 
It is not always clear when two representations of the same SctS process are 
equivalent. One sufficient condition, as we shall see below, is that the representations 
be minimal representations on o-finite measure spaces, and as we noted earlier all 
Condition S processes have such representations. We therefore have the following 
definition of an equivalence relation on the collection of Condition S SC& processes 
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themselves, and in the remark at the end of the section, we generalize it to the class of 
all stationary SC& processes. Let Xi and X2 be Condition S ScllS and SCQS processes, 
respectively, where al, CI~ E(0,2). We say that X1 and Xz are equivalent, and write 
X1 - Xz, if there are minimal representations (Ui,h, ai) on L”(Ei, Ii, pi), i = 1,2, with 
,ni a-finite, such that (U,,fi, CI~) - (U,,ji, az) as defined above. 
In Proposition 3.4 below we show that this relation is, in fact, an equivalence 
relation. First, however, we state an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2; the proof is 
trivial. 
Corollary 3.3. If X, and X2 are stationary symmetric stable processes with 
al, a2 l (0,2) and X1 - X2, then X, is mixing if and only if X2 is mixing. 
Proposition 3.4. The relation - dejned on Condition S stationary SaS processes is an 
equivalence relation. 
Proof. Clearly - is reflexive and symmetric; this follows immediately from reflexivity 
and symmetry of the equivalence relation defined on spectral representations. 
To show transitivity, suppose X1 - X2 and Xz - X3; we must show X1 - X3. 
There are minimal representations (Ui,J, C(i) for Xi, i = 1,2, 3, and a minimal repres- 
entation (i?‘,J CQ) for X2 such that 
(U,,fi, a,) - W2J2, a21 
and 
(v”,f;: Q) - (U3&, c(3), 
Lemma 3.5 below shows that 
W2J2, @2) - cm tl2); 
transitivity of the equivalence relation on spectral representations now implies that 
xi-xx. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let (Ui,f,, M) be minimal representationsfor the same SaS process on spaces 
La(Ei, Ei, pi) with hi a-finite, i = 1, 2. Then 
(U, ,“A > a) - WZJ2r co. 
Proof. Let +r and & denote the groups of transformations induced by the groups of 
isometries U1 and U2 according to Lamperti’s result. 
Since each of the two minimal representations i  for the same process, the map 
U;fI H U;fi defines an isometry W: L,, -+ L,,. Thus, fi = Wfl and, on the subspace 
L,,, U2 = WV1 W-‘. Theorem 4.2 of Hardin (1981) asserts that Wean be extended to 
an invertible isometry (also called W) defined on the class of L” functions of the form 
r. h, where r is a p(Lr,)-measurable function and h is in L,, . Furthermore, there is an 
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invertible regular set isomorphism $:p(Lf,) --f p(L/,) such that 
W(r . h) = (tjw) + (WI). (16) 
By the assumption of minimality of the representation, $ is defined on all of 
(El, 81, ~1). 
We also need to know something else about p(Lf,). By Lemma 3.2 of Hardin (1981) 
there is a function ye of “full support” in L jl, i.e., the support of q contains the support 
of every function in L,, . In the proof of Theorem 4.2, Hardin (1981) shows that p(Lf,) 
is the a-field generated by functions of the form g/n, for arbitrary g in L,, . One final 
fact: Lemma 3.4 of Hardin (1981) asserts that if ye has full support in Ls,, then W, has 
full support in L,,,. Putting all this together, we have 
suPP(fz) = suPP( Vi) 
= supp( Wfl/ WV) (since WV has full support) 
= supp($(filrl)) (taking y =fJr, h = VI in Eq. (16)) 
= Il/(suPP(filul)) 
= ti(supp(f1)) 
= suPP(+(fi)). 
To complete the proof, we claim that 
$41 = +2*. 
Since the representations are minimal, it suffices to show that $+i = &$ on 
functions which generate p(L,,). Therefore, we must show that 
4% (s/l?) = #2@7lyl)> 9 6 L,, . 
Now by Lamperti’s representation of Vi, 
4% (s/v]) = *(~1gI~,~). 
Taking Y = U1g/U,q and h = U,q in Eq. (16), we have 
UJiSIU111) = I+TJ1sIWU19 = U,WCJ,WV 
(the last equality holds because WU1 = U, W on L,,). Now converting back from U, 
to & and from W to $, we obtain 
iM1(9/9) = (6&?/U). 
Hence, C#J~ = $c#I~$- I, and the lemma is proved. 0 
Remark. We now discuss the extension of the results of this section to arbitrary 
stationary SaS processes. First, we recall that in the definition of the equivalence 
relation - on the spectral representations, it is assumed a priori that the isometries 
induce a regular set isomorphism. This applies to some, but not all, representations on 
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a-finite spaces and also to some, but not all, representations on non-o-finite spaces. 
(For instance, there are representations ((#),f) on the non-a-finite space 1w with 
counting measure where the set transformations are @A = A + t.) Therefore, cr- 
finiteness is not an issue in the definition of - on spectral representations, but rather 
in the mixing results of Theorem 3.2. 
One could generalize the results in the spirit of Remark (ii) of Hardin (1981, Section 
4), but it seems simpler to use the following observation about mixing. By a standard 
approximation argument, it suffices to take the Ai and A2 in Eq. (1) to be cylinder sets; 
therefore, if the process is not mixing, there is a finite index set F c R, cylinder sets 
A= {(Xs)ssF E Bi), and a subsequence t, --f co such that P({XJseF E Bi} n 
{(Xs+&r E B,}) does not converge to the product of the probabilities as n goes to 
infinity. Now, the set of indices of the form s + t,, where s belongs to F, is countable, 
and therefore the group generated by these elements (call it S) is a countable subgroup 
of DB. We have therefore shown that a stationary process (XJre~ is mixing if and only if 
the processes (XJreS are mixing for each countable subgroup S of [w. 
This suggests a generalization of Theorem 3.2. For not necessarily a-finite measure 
spaces, prove mixing by showing that for every countable subgroup S of iw, 
((Uf)tes,f; a) on the space L”(E,, bs, ps) represents a mixing process, where Es is the 
union of the supports of U’j’(t E S), ds is the a-field generated by the U’f ‘s, and ps is 
p restricted to ds (here we are dropping the subscripts “1” and “2” from the statement 
of Theorem 3.2 for clarity). 
A generalization of the definition of the equivalence relation on SaS processes is 
also suggested. Say that two stationary (not necessarily Condition S) SC& processes 
(X&R and ( Yt)t.rw are equivalent if for every countable subgroup S of Iw, (XJleS and 
(Y&s are equivalent in the sense defined above for Condition S processes. Corollary 
3.3 and Proposition 3.4 now hold for arbitrary stationary SC& processes. 
4. Doubly stationary SaS processes 
Doubly stationary SclS processes were defined in the Introduction. It is not hard to 
see that a doubly stationary process represented by ((U’),f) also has a spectral 
representation ((#),f), where the transformations #’ defined on the measure space are 
induced by the shift transformation on the stationary process (U’f ). Here the group 
4 is measure-preserving, i.e. &’ = ~1 for all t. In this case, Theorem 4.1 provides an 
additional characterization of mixing. 
Observe that the results in this section apply to a larger class of processes than 
doubly stationary ones, namely those with representations (U,f) where 
U’g = (4’9). ut with jutI = 1; i.e., with 4’ measure-preserving. 
Cambanis et al. (1987, Theorem 7) proved the “if’ part of our Theorem 4.1 below for 
doubly stationary SaS processes with c( E (0,2]. We will prove the converse for 
non-Gaussian SolS processes. Example 2 below is a counterexample for the Gaussian 
case, where the process is indexed by the integers rather than by the real numbers. No 
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minimality assumptions are made on the spectral representation, so Theorem 4.1 
restricts its attention to the o-ring b’ defined below. Without this restriction, the “only 
if” direction would trivially be false because there could be a set of positive measure 
disjoint from the supports of the U’f’s, and the action of 4 on this set would not affect 
the distribution of the SC& process. Therefore, for a given representation (U,f) on 
L”(E, 8, p), we define b’ to be the a-ring generated by cylinder sets of the form 
nrEF{UtfE B,}, where F c R fi . IS mte and the B,‘s are Bore1 subsets of R, with 0 6 B, 
for some t in F. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that X is a S&S process for some c( E (0,2) with spectral repres- 
entation (U,f) on L”(E, d, ,u), where U’ has the representation U’g = (&g). u, and 
/z.l,] = 1. 
Then X is mixing if and only if 
P(AI n @AZ) -+ 0 (17) 
for all sets AI and A2 offinite measure in b’, where b’ is as dejined above. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, the sign of u, is irrelevant; therefore, assume, without loss of 
generality, that u, = 1. 
The “if” direction was proven by Cambanis et al. for the case where U, = 1 (1987, 
Theorem 7). 
For the “only if” direction, suppose X is mixing. We will need to approximate 
elements of &‘;r, by elements of a subclass. Let 9 denote the ring generated by sets of 
the form nter(+tfe B,), where F c R is finite and each B, is in an with at least one B, 
contained in a compact subset of R\(O). We claim 9 is dense in &‘& where the 
distance between two sets is defined to be the measure of their symmetric difference. 
To see this, observe that any cylinder set of the form &r{4tf~ B,}, where F c R is 
finite and each B, is in $?R with at least one B, not containing zero, can be written as 
a countable union of sets in W. As the family of cylinder sets of the form 
nfeF{$Q% B,) (some B, not containing zero) generates 6’ by definition, the ring 
%! generates b’ as well. The measure ,u is a-finite on ,%? - in fact, ,u is finite on W since qSf 
in L” implies that pu($‘fe I?,} < cc whenever B, is contained in a compact subset of 
R\(O). Therefore, by a well-known result from measure theory (e.g., Billingsley, 1986, 
Theorem 11.4) &’ is dense in &‘;,, .
Now X was assumed to be mixing, so it follows from Theorem 2.7 that convergence 
in Eq. (17) holds for all sets Ai = (f~ K}, i = 1,2, for compact K c R\(O); this is seen 
by choosing F small enough in Theorem 2.7 so that {@f~ K) is contained in 
{ [@f[ 2 E}. By stationarity of (4’f), Eq. (17) holds for Ai = {c#P~E K}, for compact 
K c [w\(O) and si, s2 E R. It follows immediately that convergence in Eq. (17) holds 
for all Ai of the form (pif E Bi), i = 1, 2, where Bi is contained in a compact subset of 
R\(O), and therefore for all AI, A2 E &?. However, W is dense in Sir,, so by a standard 
approximation argument convergence in Eq. (17) holds for all AI, AZ E B&,. 
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Corollary 4.2. Assume that X is a measurable SolS process (not identically zero) with 
spectral representation ((U$,R, f) on L”(E, b, p), where U’ has the representation 
U’g = (4’s). u,, and suppose that Iu,I = 1. 
If a E (0,2) and p(E) < CO, then X is not ergodic. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4.1, assume, without loss of generality, that u, = 1. 
Suppose p(E) is finite. By standard measure-theoretic arguments, there is a set EO in 
b’ such that E,, c UtEIW supp(U’f) and every supp(Uiff) is contained in E,,, module 
null sets. Thus, E, is &invariant modulo null sets. Now take Al = A2 = EO in a weak 
mixing version of Theorem 4.1 (see comments in the Introduction regarding weak 
mixing) to conclude that X is not weakly mixing. 
However, X is measurable and symmetric infinitely divisible, and by Cambanis 
et al. (1991), ergodicity and weak mixing are equivalent for such processes. 0 
The following example shows that neither Theorem 4.1 nor Corollary 4.2 holds for 
sequences with c1= 2. 
Example 2. There is a mixing Gaussian sequence with a stationary spectral repres- 
entation on a space of finite measure. 
Let (E, 8, p) be [0, 1)’ with Lebesgue measure, and let 4 be the “baker transforma- 
tion” (Cornfeld et al. 1982, p. 9): 
46(xY ‘) = i 
(2x (mod l), fv>, xECO,t), 
(2x (mod l), +(y + l)), XE[$, 1). 
Then (p is invertible and measure-preserving (Cornfeld et al. 1982, p. 9). Let 
f(x, y) = sin(2rrx). The sequence (j-0 @‘)nE~ is stationary because 4 is measure-preserv- 
ing, and it can be checked directly that the_fc @“s are orthogonal. Therefore, the SaS 
sequence represented by (p 4”),f~ is i.i.d. 
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